SQUARED Methods
Harness the power of Technology…
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SQUARED Methods was founded with one mission; to help our
customers harness the power of technology through agile and
pragmatic use of technology investments and execution
strategy that drives measurable business outcomes!
Businesses are constantly looking for ways to gain
competitive advantage. With advances in technology,
IT is no longer a supporting function for most
businesses, instead; it is a true separator between
leaders and other organizations trying to catch up.

While most organizations use IT partners to assist in
deploying technology, very few organizations
actually derive true business impact without
spending a fortune on IT suppliers. At SQUARED
Methods, we believe there are always better ways to
help our customers get total value from the IT
investments. Our approach is based on a simple yet
powerful philosophy called SQUAReDNA; which
focuses on our Customers and delivering value to our
customers, while Reward results and tangible
outcomes. SQUAReDNA philosophy allows us to focus
on our customer’s needs and go to any lengths to
ensure customers get the best possible returns on
their IT investments.

SQUARED Methods focuses on four key areas.
Business Process Engineering, Data Management and
Business Intelligence, Information Assurance and
Global Consulting Services. These focus areas help
us create an IT strategy that is aligned with business

objective, create architectures that drive agility and
deliver measurable value to in an organized way to
help businesses propel to next level.
We believe that by helping organizations establish
effective strategy and architecture foundation, our
customers will have a clear direction for deploying IT
capabilities. Our Consulting Services arm simply
delivers the capability compliant with our strategy
and architecture.
What separates us from other consulting companies
is that we will never propose a piece of work unless
it truly delivers value to our customers; Value that
can be measured, and delivered in a way that
combines the technology investments and knowledge
of our consultants in best possible way.
Our goal is to deliver value to you as soon as we get
in, so you can concentrate on your business
objectives, and not on managing your solution
vendors who are always eager to put more hours for
their own interests. We put your interest and
objectives first. Our success is measures using one
most critical measure; Customer Success. Our vision
of becoming your most “Trusted” IT Partner depends
on it!
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SQUARED Methods – Practice Areas
SQUARED Methods offers services in four practice areas:
Business Process Engineering, Data Management & Big
Data, Information Assurance and Global Consulting
Business Process Engineering
Nothing is more important than aligning the IT
investments and initiatives with the Business Processes
and Objectives. Our BPE practice is focused around
exactly that! From establishing business roadmap to
mapping IT capabilities to required Business capabilities
and processes, BPE practice provides full coverage
across key business alignment areas
Data Management & Business Intelligence
Practice is centered on gaining maximum value from
your critical data assets. Whether it is Master Data
or Big Data, we will help you create a measurable
KPI driven practice so you can extract maximum
value from your data to propel your business to
growth.
Information Assurance
This practice is about ensuring that your
organization’s data is only accessible to people and
systems with appropriate credentials and putting in
place a comprehensive methods to ensure security of
your data assets is never compromised
Global Consulting Services
Global Consulting Services offers consulting services
in wide ranging areas from IT Strategy, Enterprise
Architecture to application development, system
testing, staff augmentation, project/program
management to support your business strategy
Our Philosophy…. SQUAReDNA
•
•
•
•

Focus on Customer’s needs
Reward results, not just effort
Strive to deliver true business impact
Everything we do MUST deliver value to our customers
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“Be the change you want to
see around you”
- Mahatma Gandhi
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SQUARED Methods
Harness the power of Technology…

Contact Us Today!
(703) 310 7700
info@squaredMethods.com
www.squaredMethods.com
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